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National Bri Projects & Their Implications On Socio-Economic 
Rights & Fundamental Freedoms In Sri Lanka

of deadly bomb attacks in 2019. However, many 
experts blame President Rajapaksa's poor economic 
mismanagement (Perera, 2022).

The unrest created by the ongoing economic crisis in 
Sri Lanka has now resulted in the imposition of a 
political emergency over the island. The causes for 
the crisis are many and China has been criticized 
regularly in recent years for being at least partially 
responsible for Sri Lanka’s ballooning external debt 
and for the predatory behaviour that has followed 
such as its 99-year lease over the port of 
Hambantota and thousands of acres of agricultural 
land around it. China has always been quick to 
respond saying the Sri Lankan ‘debt trap’ was “a 
creation of the West (Jacob, 2022).

While China has so far maintained a conspicuous 
silence on the dramatic fall of Sri Lanka's pro-Beijing 
Rajapaksa brothers, experts have warned that the 
current chaos in Colombo will have a "big impact" on 
the country's close ties and its large-scale 
infrastructure investments in the strategically 
located island nation in the Indian Ocean. During the 
current crisis, China has provided over USD 73 
million of aid and recently sent a large shipment of 
rice but for inexplicable reasons did not provide the 
large-scale monetary assistance sought by the 
Rajapaksas and their pleas to defer repayment of 
Chinese loans (“Sri Lanka Crisis”, 2022).

China has invested large amount of money to 
develop infrastructures in Sri Lanka (BRI Projects). 
However, it has posed both opportunities and 
challenges for Sri Lanka, a country which is in a deep 

1.     Introduction
China is a major investor in Sri Lankan 
infrastructure projects. However, there has been 
widespread criticism both nationally and 
internationally, and there are growing fears that 
China has duped Sri Lanka into a debt trap. Sri 
Lankan President Gotabaya Rajapaksa (now 
ousted by the citizens) dismissed concerns that 
China's financing of the Hambantota Port had 
trapped the country in debt, claiming that the 
project had enormous potential to generate 
income and job opportunities.

However, China is not entirely responsible for Sri 
Lanka’s predicament. China holds roughly 6.2 
percent of Sri Lanka’s total central government 
debt – some as central government debt (around 
$670 million) but mostly as debt through state-
owned banks like China EXIM Bank and China 
Development Bank (CDB), totaling around $7 
billion (Latiff, A., & Wijesinha, 2022).

People have been struggling with daily power cuts 
and shortages of basics such as fuel, food and 
medicines in Sri Lanka. Protests started in the 
capital, Colombo, in April 2022 and spread across 
the country. Sri Lanka is unable to buy the goods it 
needs from abroad. And in May it failed to make an 
interest payment on its foreign debt for the first
time in its history. Inflation is running at more than 
50%. The government blamed the Covid 
pandemic, which badly affected Sri Lanka's tourist 
trade - one of its biggest foreign currency earners. 
It also says tourists were frightened off by a series



economic and debt crisis. There are concerns about 
socio-economic and environmental adverse impacts 
due to the national BRI projects in Sri Lanka along 
with fundamental freedoms and sovereignty issues 
which will be elaborately discussed in the later 
sections of the research report.

2.     Literature Review
According to Global Times (2022), the island nation 
of 22 million Sri Lankans have been experiencing a 
terrible economic crisis this year, and USD 8.6 billion 
in debt payments are due in 2022. The island nation 
is experiencing significant shortages of everything, 
including food, electricity, energy, and essential 
commodities. According to reports, the 
demonstrators have taken to the streets in response 
to prices increase.

Anwar (2020) asserts that the BRI presents a wide 
range of major security issues in South Asia, 
including corruption, environmental irresponsibility, 
and atypical religious insurgencies in addition to 
traditional conflicts centred on territorial and border 
disputes.

According to Ali et al. (2022), the Belt and Road 
Initiatives will exacerbate the environmental crisis in 
already ecologically fragile regions by causing more 
air and water pollution, as well as possible water 
shortages and severe soil erosion that may shorten 
life expectancy in the population of the participating 
However, some research claims that BRI will 
consume an excessive amount of raw materials for its 
substantial infrastructure project, which could have a 

negative effect on the environment.

The Times of India reported in 2022 that Chinese-
funded facilities that remain as derelict monuments 
to government excess have made Sri Lanka's 
economic situation worse in Hambantota, an airport 
without planes, a rotating restaurant with no patrons, 
and a debt-laden seaport (“China-backed projects”, 
2022). 

Sri Lanka is in a tough position with regards to 
current Chinese-funded initiatives, said Gulbin 
Sultana, an associate fellow at the Manohar Parrikar 
Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses in New 
Delhi (2022). Sri Lanka will be required to 
compensate the Chinese for the work stoppage if it 
decides to put the projects on hold in order to forgo 
additional loans. Beijing is not concerned that the 
damage to Sri Lanka's reputation may hurt BRI 
projects in other nations (Dasgupta, 2022).

Wade Shepard (2017) claimed that the perceived loss 
of autonomy to a foreign power and the probable 
land grab that might be required to create the 
15,000-acre industrial zone were the key causes of 
the protests against the expected Chinese handover 
regarding the Hambantota port (Shepard, 2017).

According to Shihar Aneez former Reuters journalist 
Hambantota is still a sleepy outpost. Fewer than five 
to six ships dock each week and just one flight is 
operated daily four years after the port and airport 
were finished. Even a vast cricket stadium 
constructed by the Chinese is mostly utilised for 
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wedding celebrations, and the roadway leading to 
the town is completely abandoned (Aneez, 2017).

China has reportedly contributed to Sri Lanka's 
current dire economic predicament, according to 
Business Standard (2022). China hasn't offered Sri 
Lanka a substitute to aid in its recovery from the 
economic crisis, not even when it asked the country 
to forgo US assistance (“Experts warn”, 2022).

Many people, according to R. Ramakumar (2022), 
think that the situation in Sri Lanka is mostly caused 
by its economic ties with China. This phenomenon is 
referred to as "debt-trap diplomacy" in the United 
States. To boost the lender's political clout, a creditor 
country or institution will prolong debt to a borrower 
nation. If the borrower extends the debt but is unable 
to pay it back, the creditor will have the last word. 
However, as of 2020, just 10% of Sri Lanka's total 
foreign debt was made up of loans from China 
(Ramakumar, 2022).

Due to a prolonged budget and current account
deficit, growing debt, and inadequate governance, Sri 
Lanka is currently going through an economic crisis 
and facing higher levels of poverty. The situation was 
made worse by the COVID-19 pandemic's indirect 
effects on the nation's economy and way of life, as 
well as the conflict between Russia and Ukraine. 

The country finds it challenging to import necessities 
due to the significant lack of foreign currency. Due to 
this, there are shortages of food, gasoline, fertiliser, 
medications, and healthcare supplies. Long power 
outages brought on by fuel shortages are hurting the 
nation's population and causing disruptions in public 

services. 

According to estimates, 5.7 million individuals want 
assistance immediately, and 1.7 million of them are 
extremely vulnerable (including children, persons 
with disabilities, women-headed households, and 
combinations of such groups). The country's main 
humanitarian concerns include safe drinking water, 
health care, protection, agriculture and livelihoods, 
and food and nutrition security (“Sri-Lanka Socio-
economic”, n.d.).

Beginning in March 2022, riots and protests sparked 
by the economic crisis resulted in deadly violence 
and the resignation of Mahinda Rajapaksa as prime 
minister on May 9, 2022.

Following a protest in front of the president's home 
on March 31, 2022, the government proclaimed a 
state of emergency on April 1, 2022. They also 
announced a 36-hour curfew starting at 6 p.m. on 
April 2, and they shut down social media for 15 hours 
on April 3. Additionally, there have been allegations 
of excessive and unjustified police assault against 
demonstrators.

Demonstrators accuse the administration of 
mismanaging the economy and causing a foreign 
exchange crisis that has resulted in a shortage of 
basic supplies like fuel, cooking gas, milk powder, 
and medicine (“What Led To”, 2022).

On March 31, 2022, when protests were initially 
peaceful, security officers used tear gas and water 
cannons, inflicting at least 50 injuries (“Dozens 
arrested”, 2022). Many of the demonstrators who 
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were detained were mistreated. Security personnel 
are accused of assaulting eight journalists who 
were reporting the protests.

In an effort to put an end to the protests, the 
president announced a state of emergency on 
April 1, 2022. Without warrants, it was possible for 
police to hold and arrest people, severely 
restricting fundamental freedoms like the right to 
assemble peacefully and speak out. Numerous 
thousands of demonstrators, including students, 
persisted in the streets despite the curfew. At least 
600 demonstrators were reportedly arbitrarily 
detained on April 2 and 3.
 
Sri Lanka’s clampdown on civic space with the 
imposition of a state of emergency was extremely 
worrying. The government deployed violence 
against protesters and infringed on peoples’ rights 
to peaceful protests.
The government had restricted internet access 
and social media platform for nearly 15 hours 
under the pretext of maintaining public and social
order. On April 2, 2022, Thisara Anuruddha 
Bandara, a youth activist who actively promoted 
the #GoHomeGota social media campaign to oust 
the president - used widely during the protest - 
was arrested for allegedly ‘exciting disaffection’ 
against the president under Section 120 of the
Penal Code. He was granted bail a day after (“Sri 
Lanka: Lift”, 2022).

Their imposed restrictions on internet access, 

including to social media platforms, was a clear 
violation of the right to freedom of expression and 
information guaranteed by the constitution and 
under international human rights law e.g. 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
(ICCPR) and Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

The Rajapaksa administration has led an assault on 
civic space and fundamental freedoms since the 
President assumed power more than two years ago. 
There have been ongoing attempts to prevent and 
disrupt protests. This included imposing a ban on all 
protests under the pretext of COVID-19, arbitrary 
arrests of peaceful protesters and activists using the 
draconian Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA), as well
as criminalising dissenters. In March, the UN High 
Commissioner for Human Rights, Michelle Bachelet, 
similarly reported to the Human Rights Council that 
‘the Government’s response to criticism has 
constricted democratic and civic space’ (“Sri Lanka: 
Mishandling”, 2022).

As the party to the International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights, the Sri Lankan government has 
the duty to respect, protect and fulfil fundamental 
freedoms enshrined under the treaty. This includes 
the right to freedom of expression and peaceful 
assembly. Any use of force must only be the 
minimum amount necessary, targeted at specific
individuals, and proportionate to the threat posed.

Anti-government protesters angry over power 
blackouts, shortages of basic goods and rising prices 
have long demanded that Rajapaksa steps down, but 
the retired military officer had resisted the demands 
for months, invoking emergency powers in an 
attempt to maintain control (“How Sri Lanka”, 2022).



fundamental freedoms in Sri Lanka through case 
studies.

4.     Limitations of the research
This research report is mostly limited to data and 
information found from online materials. Due to time 
limitations and resource limitation, regarding 
conduct of interviews and surveys, the findings and 
analysis will be limited to resources found in library 
and online. The report will be limited to case studies 
manifesting the socio-economic implications on Sri-
Lanka and implications on fundamental freedoms in 
Sri-Lanka due to the national BRI projects.

5.     Methodology
The research is conducted using a qualitative 
approach. A comprehensive desk research was 
carried out based on primary and secondary 
resources found online. Inferences and analysis have 
been made through case studies on three major BRI
projects having impact on Sri Lanka’s socio-
economic situation and fundamental freedoms. 
Primary and secondary sources include scholarly 
journal articles, newspaper reports and so forth.

6.   Findings and Analysis
6.1. BRI projects in Sri Lanka 
There are quite a number of BRI projects in Sri Lanka 
considering China has become a significant 
economic partner of Sri Lanka. The notable ones 
include:
a.     “China- Sri Lanka friendship hospital” involving 
financial assistance to Sri Lanka in building the 
national nephrology specialist hospital in 
Polonnaruwa region. The hospital, built with a
Chinese grant of $60 million specialise in kidney 

The protests and escalating economic crisis have led 
to the resignations of 26 ministers in the current 
cabinet. Sri Lankan President Gotabaya Rajapaksa 
has confirmed he will resign, according to the prime 
minister's office, after tens of thousands of 
protesters stormed the official residences of both 
men (“Sri Lanka President”, 2022). Sri Lanka’s 
embattled president Gotabaya Rajapaksa has flown 
out of the country, heading to the neighbouring 
Maldives, according to local officials (Peterson, 
2022).

Furthermore, as the ceremonial first brick of what 
has now been dubbed the Southern Industrial Zone 
was laid in Hambantota, the place erupted in violent 
protests which left more than ten people hospitalized 
and many others incarcerated.A group of 
demonstrators led by Buddhist monks from nearby 
Amabalantota took to the streets as the opening 
ceremony of the industrial zone took place. 
Colombo’s plans to acquire land for the industrial 
zone have ran into stiff domestic opposition, backed
by trade unions and former President Mahinda 
Rajapaksa.“We are firmly against this project. We 
don’t want our land to be given to the Chinese. We 
are not leaving the area,” said Upul Dhammika, a 
farmer whose land is located where the government 
has tried to survey for the industrial zone (Aneez, 
2017).

3.     Objective of the research
The research has employed following objectives:
a.         To assess and analyse the socio-economic 
implications of BRI projects in Sri Lanka through case 
studies; and
b.     To determine the impact of BRI projects on 
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ailments.
a.         Moragahakanda–Kalu Ganga Multi-Purpose 
project which is an irrigation and power generation 
project, aimed to promote agriculture and plantation 
sector of Sri Lanka. In June 2012, China 
Development Bank Corporation (CDB) and the 
government of Sri Lanka signed a $214.2 million loan 
agreement for the development of Moragahakanda-
kalu Ganga project. 
b.         “Norocholai 2-3 Coal Power Plant” is the 
country’s largest coal power based energy generator 
located in Norocholai, Puttalam, on the southern-end 
of the Kalpitiya Peninsula. The total investment of 
the project was USD 1.35 billion. The China 
Machinery Engineering Corporation (CMEC) 
commenced construction and first two phases were 
completed with the help of soft loans from the Exim 
bank of China at USD 455 and USD 891 million 
respectively whereas funding for the third phase 
remained unknown.
c.           “Katana Water Supply Project (WSP)” was 
signed to ensure safe drinking water supply to all 45 
Grama Niladdhari divisions in Katana Divisional 
Secretariat. In April 2017, the government of Sri 
Lanka signed a USD 54.8 million loan agreement 
with China Development Bank for the Katana Water 
Supply Project (WSP).
d.         “Matara-Kataragama Railway Line” is a railway 
line extension project aimed to improve 
transportation system in the southern part of the 
country. For this project, the Exim Bank provided 
USD 200 million under Preferential Buyer’s Credit 
(PBC) facility and USD 78.2 million under Chinese 
Government Concessional Loan (CGL) facility.
e. “Colombo-Katunayake Expressway (E03 
expressway)” project was signed since Sri Lanka has 

been keen to link up the international airport to the
f.         main city since 1960s. After one year of loan 
process, in 2009, the construction of 25.6km road at 
an estimated cost of USD 292 million began.
g.         “Mattala International Airport” involves the 
construction of Mattala Rajapaksa International 
Airport. In December 2009, China Exim bank and Sri 
Lanka signed a government concessional loan (GCL) 
agreement worth RMB 1.3 billion for the construction 
of Mattala Rajapaksa International Airport.
h.           “Hambantota Port” - China and Sri Lanka 
signed a concessional loan agreement of USD 1.1 
billion to develop the Hambantota port giving its 70% 
stake (revised from 85%) to a Chinese firm (China 
Merchants Ports Holdings CMPH) and 30% to Sri 
Lanka Ports Authority (SLPA). China and Sri Lanka 
signed a concessional loan agreement of USD 1.1 
billion to develop the Hambantota port giving its 70% 
stake (revised from 85%) to a Chinese firm (China 
Merchants Ports Holdings CMPH) and 30% to Sri 
Lanka Ports Authority (SLPA).
i.         “Central Expressway” will connect Hambantota 
Port, Katunayake International Airport and Kandy. 
After four years of negotiation, China, in 2019, 
agreed to provide USD 989 million concessional loan 
to Sri Lanka to build central expressway section-1.
j.         “Extension of Southern Expressway” aimed to 
promote the efficient transport system by linking 
Colombo with other parts of country. The 96 km 
expressway consists of 4 sections with each section 
financed by the Exim bank with different loans e.g. 
preferential buyer’s creditor and government 
concessional loans.
k. “Colombo International Container Terminals 
(CICT)” commenced in 2013-14, comes under the 
Colombo South Harbour expansion plan (2011). The 
project will cost approximately $650 million, topping 
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the estimated $500 million invested by China in 
building its facilities in Colombo.
l.     “Colombo Port City development” -the Sri Lanka 
Ports Authority (SLPA) and China Harbor 
Engineering Company (CHEC), a subsidiary of China 
Communications Construction Company (CCC), 
signed an investment agreement for Colombo Port 
City development. The project entailed building a 
modern city on land reclaimed from the sea with the 
largest FDI of $1.4 billion Chinese investment.
m.         The Lotus Tower (a Transmission tower), 
construction of which is estimated to have cost USD 
113 million.
 
7.         Case Studies on BRI Projects and its Socio-
economic implications and fundamental freedoms

7.1. Discharge of Dangerous Fly-ash by Norocholai 
2-3 Coal Power Plant
The largest coal-based energy producer in the Sri 
Lanka, the Narocholai Coal Power Plant, also known 
as the Lakvijaya Coal Plant, is situated at Norocholai, 
Puttalam, at the southern tip of the Kalpitiya 
peninsula. Despite objections from environmental 
and civil society groups, building started in 2007 and 
was finished in three phases in 2011, 2013, and 2014, 
with a total power generation of 900 megawatts 
(“Norocholai 2-3”, 2022).

The Lakvijaya Coal Power Plant in Norocholai has 
been a controversial establishment ever since its 
first unit was commissioned in March 2011. The 
Power Plant, which adds 900 Megawatts to the 
National Grid through three generators using coal, 
was constructed at a cost of $1.3 billion ((“Lakvijaya 
Coal Power”, 2018).

In January 2018, it was reported that this 
establishment was operating without an 
Environmental Protection Licence (EPL) and 
according to sources the expired licence was not 
renewed.

Various defective equipment and negligent actions, 
such as the dangerous discharges of fly-ash into the 
air and sea, are added to the list of inconsistencies. 
People in the nearby areas consequently have skin 
issues and ailments including asthma. While the West 
is taking steps to stop using coal to make energy, Sri 
Lanka is receiving funding and equipment from 
foreign organisations to continue using coal to make 
electricity. The reckless disposal of fly ash and the 
irresponsible acts taken by the government have an 
impact on the local population, notably the 
fisherman.

Fishermen recorded and shared on social media 
video of fly ash being blown into the water. This 
demonstrated how the power plant's environmental 
protection principles are not being followed. The 
occurrence of this incident began on February 22, 
2018.

Each of the pollution-control systems at the power 
plant, including the Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP), 
should remove 300 tonnes or more of dust every 
day. The Flue Gas Desulfurizer (FGD), on the other
hand, is used to remove the sulphur dioxide that 
ultimately causes acid rain, and both of these 
machines have been having problems for a very long 
time. A malfunction will cause 300 tonnes of dust to 
be spewed into the atmosphere (“Lakvijaya Coal 
Power”, 2018).
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The sea has become contaminated with trash from 
the power station for the past 10 years, which has an 
impact on the local farmers and fisherman. Fish 
stocks have decreased as a result, which has had an 
impact on their enterprises.

Lakvijaya Coal Power Plant was commissioned in 2011 
under the Mahinda Rajapaksa regime. Villagers claim 
ash emissions have become a health issue. 
(ucanews.com photo)

The engineers of the Norochcholai power plant 
noted in a petition that tests on the fly-ash revealed 
the presence of heavy metals like arsenic and 
selenium, which have serious health effects, in 
greater quantities than permitted by law. As a result, 
the power plant's employees are now experiencing 
serious lung problems and dermatological 
conditions. According to the petition, the power plant
lacks adequate mechanisms to regulate the fly-ash 
and coal dust, and during windy seasons, the 
residuals are moving to the adjacent communities 
(“New Twist”, 2018).

Most villagers around the Chinese-funded plant 
mainly depend on cultivation and fishing. A group 
filed a case against the plant in the Supreme Court. 
They said that although many people depend on the 
plant for power, villages cannot die for others. The 
plant releases 1,000 metric tons of fly-ash daily when 
three generators are in operation. It also releases 100 
metric tons of solid ash (“Sri Lankan villagers”, 2018).
Without taking the risks to the environment or to 
cultural norms into account, policymakers decided to 
use coal as an alternative to increase electricity 
generating capacity. When they started the project in 
2006, this resulted in considerable public protests in 
the Norochcholai area. As Norochcholai was a 
culturally and environmentally sensitive location, 
civil society and environmental organisations 
vehemently opposed the proposal to build a coal 
power plant there. However, the State disregarded 
these legitimate objections and finished building the 
plant in 2011.

There are still several charges of financial crimes and 
corruption surrounding this project. Many industry 
professionals claimed that the technology was 
inappropriate. The power plant has experienced 
multiple problems since power generation started in 
2011. Technical faults can be fixed, but it is less 
acceptable if electricity generation compromises the 
health of the community. Residents have frequently 
complained about kidney ailments, respiratory 
conditions, and other health issues. This can be seen 
as a warning sign for Norochcholai, a power plant 
that was built in violation of standards. No matter 
where they exist, coal power plants have been found 
to be a source of environmental and health risks 
(Krishantha, 2017).
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7.2.     The adverse impacts of Hambantota Port 
Project
Hambantota District representative Mahinda 
Rajapaksa was elected president of Sri Lanka in 
2005. His father, D.A. Rajapaksa, a well-known 
politician, had originally proposed the idea of a port 
in Hambantota. Since he was appointed Minister of 
Fishing and Aquatic Resources Development in 
2000, the younger Rajapaksa has been advocating 
for the project.

Prior to the 2007 completion of the second Ramboll 
feasibility study (to develop a port in Hambantota 
after the first study was incomplete and not based on 
primary research), the Sri Lankan government had 
already engaged Chinese businesses in the project. 
With a Chinese consortium made up of China 
Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC) and 
Sinohydro Corporation Limited, the Sri Lanka Ports 
Authority (SLPA) signed a memorandum of 
understanding (MoU) "concerning the detailed 
design works of Hambantota Port Development 
Project (Phase I)" in October 2006. Additionally, the 
Chinese government committed to "explore the 
potential of providing the necessary technical 
assistance and concessionary funding" for the 
project. President Rajapaksa visited China in 
February and March 2007, during which time the 
Hambantota project was discussed. The construction 
agreement for Phase I of the project was signed with 
the SLPA a few days after the visit by CHEC, a 
significant maritime infrastructure firm and a 
subsidiary of the state-owned China 
Communications Construction Company, in Sri
Lanka's presidential office in Colombo. Building work 
started in October 2007 (“Hambantota Port”, 2021).

When Sri Lanka was unable to repay the Chinese 
debt, it handed over the Hambantota port and the 
surrounding 1500-acre territory to China on a 99-
year lease, despite local protests and opposition 
worries about sovereignty and national security 
(“Hambantota port”, 2022). For $1.12 billion, China 
Merchants Port Holdings Company Limited (CM 
Port) leased 70% of the port for 99 years. The 99-
year lease of the Hambantota port to China has 
aroused concerns about the negative consequences 
of China's multibillion-dollar Belt and Road Initiative 
(“Chinese-built Hambantota”, 2021).

This $1.12 billion, however, was not used to repay the 
debt incurred in order to build the port. This 
substantial dollar inflow was utilised to boost the 
country's foreign reserves and repay some short-
term international debt. To be more specific, the 
money obtained from the Hambantota port 
transaction was mostly utilised to cover balance of 
payment (BOP) concerns caused by rising debt 
servicing costs, while Sri Lanka's export and FDI 
inflow growth remains weak.

A widely held belief is that because Sri Lanka was 
unable to repay the money used to build the port, it 
was turned over to China (Moramudali, 2020). 
However, at the time the Sri Lankan government 
agreed to lease Hambantota port to CM Port, the 
debt payment costs associated with the loans 
secured from China Exim bank to develop the port 
were minimal. These loan instalments (with interest) 
were less than 5% of Sri Lanka's total foreign debt 
repayments. Furthermore, loan repayments for the 
second phase of the Hambantota port project were 
yet to begin. The maturity of government bonds, 
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Government of Bangladesh blamed the
topographical issues relating to the propensity of 
cyclones occurring at the location, some geopolitical 
experts have pointed towards regional geopolitics, 
and the interests of influential countries, including 
India, China and Japan in the region, to be the reason 
behind the decision (Khan and Noman, 2021). At 
present, the Government plans to implement the 
Payra project's related components, including an 
economic zone, ready-made garment factory, 
pharmaceutical industry, cement factories, a coal-
fired power plant, a fish processing zone, a fertiliser 
factory, oil refinery and shipbuilding industry. The 
construction of a 1,320 MW coal-fired power plant at 
Payra seaport, a joint venture of Bangladesh and 
China, at about the cost of $2 billion dollars, started 
in 2017 and was completed as per schedule. And 
according to Rear Admiral Mohammad Sohail, 
chairman of the Payra Port Authority, all 
infrastructure work for the port itself is expected to 
be completed by June 2023 and the port can be 
declared fully operational, if everything is on 
schedule (Atik, 2022).

Since the initiation of the Chinese-sponsored Payra 
port has time and again drawn comparisons to the 
development of the Hambantota port in Sri Lanka 
and the Gwadar Port in Pakistan. The Indian business 
daily, Business Standard in correspondence with a 
controversial Indian news agency, ANI, heavily 
criticised the construction of the port as another 
strategy by China to dominate an important seaport.
As per Sino-rival news agency, the Chinese interest 
in the port represents their aspirations to ‘complete a 
necklace of Chinese maritime influence which 

which accounted for more than 40% of overall debt 
servicing payments in 2019, was a more serious 
concern in terms of international debt servicing costs 
(Moramudali, 2020).

However, the 99 years lease agreement is one of the 
most vivid examples of China’s ambitious use of 
loans and aid to gain influence around the world. The 
debt deal also intensified some of the harshest 
accusations about President Xi Jinping’s signature 
Belt and Road Initiative: that the global investment 
and lending program amounts to a debt trap for 
vulnerable countries around the world, fuelling 
corruption and autocratic behaviour in struggling 
democracies (“How China”, 2018).

Dinesh Gunawardena, the foreign affairs minister for 
Sri Lanka (now the Prime Minister), told local media 
in February 2021 that the Wickremesinghe 
administration had "made a mistake" when it set the 
lease term for Hambantota Port to be extendable by 
an additional 99 years. A representative for the 
Chinese Foreign Ministry simply responded to 
inquiries about this by saying that the concession 
agreement for the Hambantota Port was "a mutually 
advantageous one achieved through cordial 
negotiations on an equal-footing and voluntarily 
basis." In an interview from March 2021, the Sri 
Lankan ambassador to China refuted any 
negotiations with China regarding the Hambantota 
Port (“Hambantota Port”, 2021).

The airport in Hambantota is called the emptiest 
airport in the world because it really is not attracting 
the business it should be attracting,” according to 
Bhavani Fonseka at the Centre for Policy Alternatives
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in Colombo. Similarly, the Hambantota port has failed 
to generate much revenue while a convention centre 
close by remains largely shuttered. “So, there are lot 
of questions on whether these kinds of projects have 
also contributed to Sri Lanka’s increasing debt,” 
Fonseka stated. About 10% of Sri Lanka’s $51 billion 
foreign debt is owed to China. Even before spiralling 
into a financial crisis this year, the country was 
struggling to repay some of the loans to Chinese 
companies (Parischa, 2022).

As per the lease agreement, a significant portion of 
the operations in the port will be handled by China 
Merchant Port Company, thus a large portion of the 
profit, if any, will be earned by CM Port.

All this turmoil in the government is gaining strength 
due to the rage amongst the villagers of Hambantota 
over how their lives will be impacted by the 99-year 
lease of the port and industrial zone to the Chinese. 
The authorities have identified the areas that have to 
be vacated for the Chinese to settle their workers. 
This has riled the locals. What complicates the 
matter is that the port authorities do not want these 
ancestral houses to be demolished but just given 
away to investors.

The local people vigorously agitated against the deal 
when Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe visited 
this port city in 2017. The loudest protesters were 
Buddhist monks who perceive themselves as the 
guardians of national interest. In fact, the Supreme 
Patriarch of the second-most important Maha Nikaya 
categorically stated that even though Chinese are 
good friends of the country, "we reject the deal." He 
said the Buddhists of his Nikayas are also against 

giving land to any country, even India (Kapoor, 2017).
Even though the Chinese have built a top-class 
infrastructure on the island, which has done a lot of 
good to their reputation. The road to Hambantota 
from Colombo is stunning, but there is no traffic. 
Similarly, there is a new airport, which is hardly used. 
Dubbed as the emptiest airport in the world, it was 
bizarrely used recently to store paddy. There are 
reports that Colombo is willing to give the airport to 
an Indian company. There is no clarity as to how it 
will help, as Colombo's airport is enough for this 
island. Therefore, the question remains whether the 
Sri Lankan population is truly benefitted by this 
project (Kapoor, 2017).

Photo: A protest led by the Janatha Vimunkthi 
Peramuna (JVP) in front of the administrative building 
of the Hambantota port. The crowd is protesting the 
lease of land to China (“JVP protesting”, 2016).

Labour conflict: Following the 2017 agreement, 
trade unions organised protests and a hunger strike 
after more than 430 workers lost their jobs.

Social unrest: Prior to and following the signing of 
the 2017 agreement, several protests against the 
proposed leasing of land to Chinese entities erupted, 
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several of which turned violent.

Land conflict and displacement: The SLPA reported 
that 463 households would be resettled in Phase I 
and 398 households in Phase II. According to a local 
media report from 2007, resettled families were 
compensated at low rates and relocated to an area 
with low-quality basic infrastructure.

Environmental impacts: The project and its 
supporting infrastructure are close to 
environmentally sensitive areas, including elephant 
habitats and a Ramsar wetland. Nongovernmental 
organisations (NGOs) claimed that impact
assessments failed to adequately consider potential 
environmental harms.

Debt sustainability: The project has been highly 
controversial due to the heavy lending required and 
concerns about the leasing to the Chinese company. 
The project is often held up as an example of China’s 
‘debt-trap diplomacy’. This has been convincingly 
debunked by independent researchers but concerns 
around debt sustainability remain (“Hambantota 
Port”, 2021).

7.3.          Relocation & Land Acquisition issues due 
to Central Expressway project

Kandy, Katunayake International Airport, and 
Hambantota Port will all be connected by Sri Lanka's 
Central Expressway. China decided to give Sri Lanka 
a USD 989 million concessional loan in 2019 
following four years of negotiations so that Section 1 
of the Central Expressway could be built. This loan 
from the Exim Bank of China, which covers 85% of 

the project's anticipated total cost of $1.16 billion for 
Section-1, is the largest one ever given to Sri Lanka.

The contract for building the Central Expressway was 
given to the Metallurgical Corporation of China 
(MCC). According to media reports, the start of 
construction on Section 1, which runs for 37.09 km 
from Kadawatha to Mirigama, was postponed for four 
years (2015–2019) due to the release of funds. In 
September 2020, construction work formally 
started. While the project is expected to be 
completed in its entirety in 2024, around 25% of the 
construction is already nearing completion (“Central 
Expressway”, 2022).

Concerns were repeatedly expressed over the 
environment's irreparable harm brought on by the 
Central Expressway's continued construction. A long-
standing water catchment region in the Kurunegala 
District, which is under the control of the 
Mallawapitiya divisional office, is in danger of being 
destroyed. The Central Expressway was built through 
mountainous areas nearby, which has resulted in 
disaster.

Residents in Thalampitiya, Mahagama, 
Kumbumbuwa, Bulugolla, and Kohilagedara are 
experiencing a drinking water shortage, a problem 
that has never occurred in the area.

Farmers' plans to irrigate their crops have been 
reduced to a pipe dream against a background where 
people lack access to water for drinking 
(“Unimaginable environmental destruction”, 2019).
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Photo: A group from gampaha protesting against the 
central expressway since they will lose their lands for 
the development project (“Gampaha residents 
protest”, 2017).

The socio-economic impact of the expressway has 
been determined by Final Environmental Impact 
Assessment Report 2016 by Road Development 
Authority, Ministry of Higher Education and 
Highways in Sri Lanka. The report entails that the 
expressway requires relocation of families and 
institutions directly affected by the acquisition of 
lands for the main road and all the proposed 
interchanges. Communities affected by relocation 
have uncertainty in their quality of life, ability to 
develop their lands, future settlement and means 
of subsistence, ability to educate and care for 
children and seniors, and ability to handle 
unforeseen challenges. The project's preliminary 
efforts, such as social and other surveys, public 
consultations, media stories, and numerous 
speculations about the project and its locations, 
exacerbate this feeling of ambiguity and the 
consequences that are predicted. 

Some people who were annoyed and upset with 
these effects strongly opposed the initiative, 
stating that they could endure any negative effects 
but not relocations.

The landowners are concerned about the price 
and timing of the government's offer to 
compensate them for the acquisition of their land 
for the project. They fear that a challenging 
procedure that takes years and is marked by 
bribery and corruption will result in them receiving 
inadequate compensation for their lands and other 
benefits.

Despite being intended to boost the country's 
economic development, the planned project has a 
significant social impact on the long-term 
livelihood and economic activities of the 
communities that are being taken into account. 
They are extremely worried about negative effects 
on their way of life following relocation and being 
unable to continue their economic activities, in 
addition to the resettlement issue.

Any impact on infrastructure facilities will be low 
because the expressway is planned to travel 
through paddy fields, forests, and sparsely 
populated areas for a sizeable portion of its length. 
The smooth operation of irrigation systems and 
the direction of drainage systems in highlands 
where coconut and other crops are grown may be 
disrupted when it crosses paddy fields. In areas 
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where the expressway crosses or runs parallel to 
public or private roads, it could cause traffic 
problems. The use of cemeteries, public parks and 
play areas, community centres, and 
communications and water distribution systems 
may be impacted by the construction regulations. 
Additionally, the project may have a direct or 
indirect impact on some areas where there are 
marketplaces, bus stops, hospitals, schools, 
temples, hotels, and houses of worship (“Proposed 
central expressway”, 2016).

8.     Conclusion
Due to the economic catastrophe brought on by 
bad governance, a lack of transparency, the 
Chinese debt trap, and corruption, Sri Lanka has
disintegrated as a nation. The Hambantota Port 
project constructed with major Chinese 
investment but had no commercial feasibility, was 
one notable example of China's socioeconomic 
influence on Sri Lanka. China still pushed Sri Lanka 
to move forward with the project. Beijing wanted 
the port as collateral while it failed to gather 
traction, so in 2017 it forced the Sri Lankan 
government to transfer management to a Chinese 
business on a 99-year lease. In order to protect its 
economy from the dragon's debt-trap strategy, Sri 
Lanka must carefully reconsider. Due to 
displacement, land acquisition, non-payment of 
compensation, debt, and other factors, the BRI 
projects have a substantial socioeconomic impact. 
The population of Sri Lanka's basic freedoms, 
which have been the subject of extensive recent 
protests, are under jeopardy.

The South Asian nations must draw lessons from 
Colombo's collapse in order to stay out of China's 
debt snare. To stop the growth of China's BRI, other 
big powers must design infrastructure and 
development programmes for developing states.
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